Christ in reality really? by Gary Bate
I suppose I got fixated on the idea that Christ is a consciousness and not a person, but I am still of
the same opinion! The idea that Yeshua is returning soon (after a 2021 year absence) is still
ludicrous to me. But who am I to disagree with all those fanatical, zealous Christians?
So whilst we're all in this seemingly never-ending wait for 'God's only Son', the apparent Lord and
Saviour of Humanity, to return; why don't we interpret his 'follow me' mandate to mean 'be like me'
and develop our own Christ-like minds?
Love thy neighbour was one of his many teachings, but do we really know what he means by that?
Well clearly, one word that has to go is the word HATE. We can't be Christ-like if we hate anyone!
Firstly, let's address one point – can anyone be Christ like? The answer is YES because it's just a
matter of a change in attitude or rather 'changes in attitudes'. Taking the above example of loving
one's neighbour, that means dropping your fight with anyone and everyone. Turning the other cheek
was the expression that Yeshua used, if my memory serves me correctly.
Now I know this 'Love thy neighbour' one very well because I've had an ongoing dispute going on
with my actual neighbours for some time now. The detail is irrelevant but the attitude is not.
So what does 'Love thy neighbour' really mean? Does it mean agreeing with him? Not necessarily.
Does it mean standing up for yourself in the face of what you disagree with? Absolutely yes! Does
it mean trying to impose your will on others and trying to get them to agree with you? Absolutely
no! Does it mean trying to find amicably solutions? Obviously yes :)
Love is a complete allowance – allowing other people to be, exactly how they want to be; but
standing up for yourself if they try and impose their will on you. It's the middle ground between
tyranny and victimisation. It applies to every man, woman and child on this planet and it also
applies to the most heinous tyrants who sit at the very top of this secular power pyramid.
There is a pyramid structure applicable to this World and its affairs and there is a Christ-like
consciousness pyramid that applies to EVERYONE.
The Second-Coming is the emergance of Christ-like minds in mass (Christmas).
How can beliefs differ so widely? Because they have no basis in truth; their basis is in assumption.
A knowingness is a feeling, an innate feeling; when you 'just know'. It's very different to an
'assumed belief'. This is why there's much argument over truth and why Christos means to know.
Can we all love each other (love thy neighbours)? We can if change our attitudes – give up the
fight, stop keep trying to convince others, stop trying to impose our will on others and stop being
unquestioning compliant victims! Love is standing up for ourselves and allowing others just to be.
There's no argument against truth being subjective because even those who say truth is absolute, are
just expressing their own point of view. So we each have our truth and that places us somewhere in
the consciousnes pyramid. It matters not where that is, but if we want to go 'higher', we are to match
our actions to our truth (live our truth). It's not ensuring our actions match our thoughts, because
thoughts are born in and fire from our past, regardless of our truth. So we must always be conscious
of our truth and dismiss our monkey minds, lest we find ourselves regretting our actions or lack of
them. What's there to judge in another when most are nothing more than confused and unconscious?
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